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The Case for Formal 
Methods in Standards 

David B\yth, Cofnelia Bokfyreff, CRve Ru&les, and Nik Tettehlartey 
British Computer Society 

Applying formal 
methods to standards 

makhg would result in 
more amutate, more 
understandable, and 

more useful standards. 

September 1990 

F rmal methods are useful for more 
than applications development. 
They can help standards developers 

create better standards and help ensure 
that the standards’ content is correctlyun- 
derstood by those applying standards. 

Recognizing the lack of informed opin- 
ion on the use of formal methods in stan- 
dards development, production, and veri- 
fication, the British Computer Society 
formed a working group to address the 
problem. This group has brought to- 
gether people with a wide breadth of ex- 
perience in the use of formal methods in- 
side and outside the standards-making 
process. Their interests span areas like 
communication protocols, the specifica- 
tion of programming languages, graphics 

The authors are all members of the British Computer 
Society’s Working Group on Formal Methods in Stan 
dads. A fuller account of the group’s work has been 
published in Formal Mhxf.s in Standards A R+rtfrom 
the BCS Working Group, edited by Clive Ruggles 
(Springer-Verlag, 1990). 
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standardization, and document structure. 
The BCS’s efforts have underscored the 

value of formal methods in standards 
making, as well as deriving caveats and 
guidelines for formal methods’ use in 
standards making. 

How formal methods 
can help 

The general aim of those people devel- 
oping standards is to ensure that a stan- 
dard is useful, usable, compatible with ex- 
isting standards, maintainable, and 
error-free. To meet these aims, standards 
makers should seriously consider using 
formal methods. Throughout the stan- 
dards-development process, formal meth- 
ods have a beneficial role to play. 

The main potential benefit of using for- 
mal methods in a standard’s development 
and expression is improving the 
standard’s quality. In standards develop 
ment as in engineering, “quality” means 
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fitness for purpose. 
In the early stages of standards develop 

ment, formal methods can result in con- 
siderable clarification during the develop 
ment and expression of the underlying 
conceptual model for a standard or family 
of related standards. 

They can also define precisely the rela- 
tion among the components of both the 
standard being developed and other stan- 
dards. This aids integration by letting you 
formulate a set of standards in a compati- 
ble notation and by letting you assess as a 
whole the set’s forma1 properties (like 
mutual consistency). In short, suitable for- 
mal methods could provide an excellent 
basis for project planning of the standards 
development within the International 
Standards Organization and other stan- 
dards-making bodies. 

Later in the development process, for- 
mal methods can improve a standard’s 
quality during its use by letting it be ex- 
pressed clearly, unambiguously, and con- 
cisely in a way that natural language, how- 
ever carefully restricted, does not allow. 
An associated benefit of reducing the de- 
pendence on a particular natural lan- 
guage is improving communication of 
technical concepts among the people 

speaking different languages in the inter- 
national standard-development process. 

Finally, forma1 methods can aid stan- 
dards development at the maintenance 
stage, by letting you, for example, formally 
prove the adequacy of a proposed change. 
The availability of tools like theorem prov- 
ers should help considerably in reducing 
maintenance costs both to standards de- 
velopers and users. 

Formal methods can 
improve a  standard’s 

quality duringits use by 
letting if be  expressed 

clearly, unambigUous/y, 
and concisely. 

The central issue in assessingwhether to 
use formal methods in any particular stan- 
dard is the importance of correctness 
(that no errors are introduced between 
specifying what the standard is about and 
the more detailed development of the 
standard itself). Without formal methods 
the odds are against correctness. Incor- 
rectness is by far the most intractable fault 

in poor standards, in terms of both errors 
introduced and ambiguities and inade- 
quacies in the specification upon which 
the standard is based. This argues strongly 
for the speedy introduction of forma1 
methods into standards. With formal 
methods, you can prove that the specifrca- 
tion has specific required properties, 
which helps identify inadequacies, and 
you can uncover ambiguities for rewriting 
as unambiguous expressions. 

Forma1 methods consist of or incorpo 
rate a formal description technique; they 
may also provide the mathematical appa- 
ratus whereby you can check design steps 
for correctness with respect to the specifi- 
cation. In the development of both soft- 
ware and standards specifications, you 
may contrast forma1 description tech- 
niques with informal description tech- 
niques like those that rely on the use of 
natural languages. 

Natural languages let you use idioms 
and imprecisely defined terms, which 
leads to ambiguities. A forma1 description 
technique is based on a symbolic notation 
(its metalanguage, known also as a formal 
specification language) that uses rigorous 
and unambiguous rules both for develop 
ing expressions in the language (its syn- 

Wherefommhethods have been app lied tostandards 
Formal methods have been used in several standards areas, al- 8632) Computer Graphics Interface (IS0 9636), and GKS6D (IS.0 

though in varying degrees. Examples include the following. 8805). Whi le none of these standards is formally defined, many efforts 
. Programming languages. The application of formal methods in the were made in the late 1980s particularly by David Duce and his col- 

development of language standards is not widespread. Until recently, laborators to apply formal techniques in an attempt to clearly under- 
no common terms of reference had emerged for the definition of lan- stand the concepts underlying GKS and PHIGS. 
guages. For example, the Modula-2 standard is now being def ined *Communicat ions. The use of formal description techniquesforthe 
formally using the Vienna Development Method specification lan- specification of IS0 Open System Interconnection standards and 
guage but the idea of a  formal definition was rejected in the case of the Comite Consultatif International de Telegraphique et Telephonique 
ANSI X3.159 C standard. Recently, IS0 guidel ines have been drawn international telecommunications standards is well advanced. Three 
up and publ ished as a  technical report.’ such formal description techniques used in this area have themselves 

l Office documents. Office Document Architecture is a  multipart been standardized: the Estelle extended finite-state-machine lan- 
international standard (IS0 8613) driven by the need for the open guage, LOTOS temporal-ordering specification language, and Speci- 
transfer of off icedocuments. It standardizesthesemanticsofthestruc- fication and Description Language.  
tural and content elements of documents. Al though the ODAstandard 
is not formally expressed, a  formal specification of ODA (FODA) is References 
being developed within the ISO/lnternational Electronics Commission 
as an addendum to the standard. 

l Graphics. The Graphical Kernel System became the first IS0 
graphicsstandard in 1985 (IS0 7942). The Programmer’s Hierarchical 
Interactive Graphics System (IS0 9592) became an IS0 standard in 
1989. In addit ion to GKS and PHIGS, there are three other associated 
international graphics standards: Computer Graphics Metafi le (IS0 

1. B. Meek, “Language Standards Committees and Revisions,” S/GP/an 
Notices, Dec. 1988, pp. 134-l 42. 

2. D.A. Duce and MS. Parsons, “GKS: Some Lessons Learnt from Formal 
Specifications,” Proc. GKS Review Workshop, Eurographics Assn., 
Geneva, 1987. 

3. D.A. Duce, P.J.W. ten Hagen, and R. van Liese, “Components, Frame- 
works, and GKS Input,” Proc. Eurographics 89 Conf., North-Holland, 
Amsterdam, 1989. 
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tax) and interpreting the meaning of tax) and interpreting the meaning of 
these expressions (its semantics). these expressions (its semantics). 

Although usually presented in contrast Although usually presented in contrast 
to each other, these two techniques-for- to each other, these two techniques-for- 
mal and informal - are best viewed as mal and informal - are best viewed as 
complementary. A formal specification complementary. A formal specification 
may be accompanied by a natural-lan- may be accompanied by a natural-lan- 
guage commentary; or a natural-language guage commentary; or a natural-language 
specification may be supplemented by specification may be supplemented by 
formal expressions of some of its parts. formal expressions of some of its parts. 
This is like knowing that something has This is like knowing that something has 
been proved and using the result - if you been proved and using the result - if you 
need to look at the formal proof, it is avail- need to look at the formal proof, it is avail- 
able. Much engineering proceeds in this able. Much engineering proceeds in this 
way. way. 

Guidelines Guidelines 
The introduction of formal methods The introduction of formal methods 

can be achieved only through education. can be achieved only through education. 
Appreciating the need for a gradual mi- Appreciating the need for a gradual mi- 
gration toward a fuller use offormal meth- gration toward a fuller use offormal meth- 
ods, the International Standards Organi- ods, the International Standards Organi- 
zation has recommended a three-phase zation has recommended a three-phase 
plan’ to introduce formal methods into plan’ to introduce formal methods into 
standards: standards: 

l In phase 1, where the use of formal l In phase 1, where the use of formal 
methods is restricted due to lack of exper- methods is restricted due to lack of exper- 
tise, their use should be encouraged as a tise, their use should be encouraged as a 
parallel activity to formulating the stan- parallel activity to formulating the stan- 
dard in a natural language. Insights dard in a natural language. Insights 
gained from the formalization may con- gained from the formalization may con- 
tribute to the quality of the standard by, tribute to the quality of the standard by, 
for example, improving error detection. for example, improving error detection. 
The plan recommends that any formaliza- The plan recommends that any formaliza- 
tion work be published as a technical re- tion work be published as a technical re- 
port to make this work accessible among port to make this work accessible among 
IS0 members. IS0 members. 

l In phase 2, building on increased l In phase 2, building on increased 
knowledge and experience in the use of knowledge and experience in the use of 
formal methods, development of the for- formal methods, development of the for- 
mally expressed version of the standard mally expressed version of the standard 
should proceed in parallel with its natural- should proceed in parallel with its natural- 
language version and be published as an language version and be published as an 
informative annex to the standard. informative annex to the standard. 

l Once there is widespread knowledge l Once there is widespread knowledge 
of formal methods, in phase 3, standards of formal methods, in phase 3, standards 
should take the form of a formal descrip should take the form of a formal descrip 
tion with a complementary natural-lan- tion with a complementary natural-lan- 
guage description. guage description. 

Ideally, the application of formal meth- Ideally, the application of formal meth- 
ods should be undertaken as an integral ods should be undertaken as an integral 
part of the standardsdevelopment pro part of the standardsdevelopment pro 
cess. cess. 

Avoid retroactive formalization. While 
retroactively applying formal methods is 

possible when an existing standard re- 
quires revision, perhaps updating and 
clarification, such retroactive application 
of formal methods can cause major prob 
lems. 

This was true, for example, in the 
Graphical Kernel System standard.’ In try- 
ing to specify parts of the standard for- 
mally, many deficiencies in the original 
natural language standard were uncov- 
ered, like insufficient abstraction and lack 
of hierarchical structure in the underly- 
ing data model, ambiguities, and confus- 
ing and misleading nomenclature. This 
forced the retroactive formalizers to make 
decisions to overcome these deficiencies 
and proceed with the formal definition. 

Ideally, the application of 
formal methods should 

be undertaken as an 
integ?alpart of the 

standards-development 
jmm?ss. 

Unfortunately, such decisions have little 
value unless successfully argued through 
the standards-review process. Quickly co 
ordinating changes with review is essen- 
tial. Reversing a single decision may lead 
to extensive changes, so it is desirable that 
the formal development does not pro- 
ceed too far beyond the review process. 
But neither dare it lag too far behind, lest 
crucial issues fail to be identified before it 
is too late to consider them in the review. 

In most cases, it might be more sensible 
simply to abandon a nonformal standard 
and start again from scratch. After all, ex- 
ercises in retroactive formalization tend 
to reveal such a lack of conceptual integ- 
rity and clarity in a standard that the re- 
vised standard would bear little resem- 
blance to the original. 

Choosing the methods. The choice of 
appropriate formal methods is a key fac- 
tor in their application. The choice 
should be guided by technical considera- 
tions rather than political factors like “not 
invented here” syndrome. Appropriate 
factors include adequacy for expressing 

the proposed standard’s content, suffi- 
ciency of its underlying mathematical 
basis for intended applications, accessibil- 
ity of its notational form to the commu- 
nity of experts framing the standard, and 
availability of supporting tools. 

We cannot overemphasize the impor- 
tance of tools to support the use of formal 
methods. Such tools take the form of edi- 
tors, syntax and type checkers, animators, 
proof checkers, and transformation sys- 
terns. Although there are many such tools 
from research projects, there is a dearth of 
productionquality tools. Fortunately, the 
situation is improving. Those tools that do 
exist help not only the standard develop 
ers but also industry users wanting to in- 
tercept the standards to gain familiarity 
with them through, for example, anima- 
tion tools. 

/’ 

Furthermore, when a formally specified 
standard comes to be implemented, its 
implementation may be facilitated by a 
supporting transformation system. 

T 

here is no single formal method that 
serves all these purposes equally 
well for all applications. Closer col- 

laboration is required between the stan- 
dards and research communities as for- 
mal methods suitable for standards work 
continue to be developed. And these 
methods must themselves be standard- 
ized. .:. 
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